Science
Class IV. (Term - 2)
Chapter 2
Safety and First Aid

Question answers:
Q1.) Why should we follow Safety rules?
Ans. We should follow safety rules to avoid accidents.
Q2.) How do accidents happen in school?
Ans. In School accidents happens when students are in hurry.
Q3.) Why should we tie a bandage tightly around a deep cut?
Ans. we Should tie a bandage tightly around a cut to stop bleeding.
Very Short answers
Q1.) Name two things which should be kept away from the children?
Ans. Medicines, Chemicals.
Q2.) which type of games we should not play?
Ans. Rough games.
Short Answer Questions: Q1.) How can we avoid accidents?
Ans. We can avoid accidents by following the safety rules always.
Q2.) Give first-aid and tips Cuts and wounds?
Ans. The first aid tips for cuts and wound are(1) Wash your hands thoroughly before giving first aid to the injured person.
(2) In case of deep cut, remove all the dirt from the wound and clean the skin around it with Small
pads of cotton soaked in an antiseptic lotion, Tie the bandage tightly around it to stop bleeding.
(3) Put a band-aid minor cut it to stop.

Q3.) Anup and Arti are alone at home. Anup finds his younger sister with bleeding nose Anup gives
her first aid immediately.
(a) Give first aid tips for nose bleeding?
(b) What value is Shown by Anup?
Ans (a) In Case of nose bleeding we should hold for7-8 minutes till bleeding Stops. Then, we should
put a cold wet towel on the face.
(b) care for our brothers and sisters.
Long Answer Questions.
1. What safety rules do you follow in the playground?
Ans. We must be careful while playing. We should follow these safety rules in the playground.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Do not push or hit other while playing.
Do not play rough games.
Stay away from the swings when some when is using them.
Do not jump of the sea saw without informing your partners.

2. What should we do when a person faints?
Ans. When a person has fainted make him/her lie with the head lower than the body it allows rapid
blood circulation towards the brain. Allow fresh air around the person. Sprinkle cold water
on his/her face and loosen his/her clothes.
____________

